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ABSTRACT
Miniaturized power electronic systems have the potential to revolutionize technologies in transportation, energy
systems, manufacturing, healthcare, information technology and many other far-reaching applications. Today, such
miniaturization is fundamentally bottlenecked by passive components, particularly magnetics, which have long been
integral to power electronics but pose inherent size and performance challenges at small scales. Such challenges
motivate the investigation of alternative passive component technologies for future power conversion such as
piezoelectric substances, which store energy in their mechanical compliance and inertia. Piezoelectrics offer several
potential performance, form factor and manufacturability advantages over power electronics, and unlike magnetics,
piezoelectrics exhibit favorable scaling characteristics for miniaturization.
In this talk, we explore how we can leverage piezoelectrics to substantially miniaturize power conversion, which
requires fundamental reassessment of the power conversion architectures and the piezoelectric components
themselves. We first identify practical dc-dc converter circuit topologies and control strategies that efficiently utilize
piezoelectrics as sole passive components, without magnetics. Then, we establish piezoelectric component design
strategies to maximize power density and efficiency of the design. We also discuss the scalability of the power density
and efficiency to small sizes and how piezoelectric-based converters may pave the way for major advances in power
converter miniaturization.
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